Recent evidence suggests that genetic and biochemical factors associated with psychoses may also provide an increased propensity to think creatively. The evolutionary theories linking brain growth and diet to the appearance of creative endeavors have been made recently, but they lack a direct link to research on the biological correlates of divergent and creative thought. Expanding upon Horrobin's theory that changes in brain size and in neural microconnectivity came about as a result of changes in dietary fat and phospholipid incorporation of highly unsaturated fatty acids, we propose a theory relating phospholipase A 2 (PLA 2 ) activity to the neuromodulatory effects of the noradrenergic system. This theory offers probable links between attention, divergent thinking, and arousal through a mechanism that emphasizes optimal individual functioning of the PLA 2 and NE systems as they interact with structural and biochemical states of the brain. We hope that this theory will stimulate new research in the neural basis of creativity and its connection to psychoses. r
Introduction
Psychoses have been linked to creativity for as long as humans have been leaving written records. More recently, both Jamison [1] and Andreasen [2] have proposed that mood disorders and artistic creativity are correlated, using mostly biographical and historical records as well as interviews. While these studies offer solid evidence and tantalizing glimpse into the family histories of artistic individuals, there are several limitations. First, although historical studies provide a great impetus for investigating the connection between the psychoses and creativity, they are limited to those who reached public eminence and therefore miss those individuals who slipped quietly through the rough sieve of mainstream written history. Second, biographical and interview-based studies do not inform us about the creative processes themselves. Third, both Andreasen and Jamison postulate that mood disorders but not schizophrenia hold the key to creativity. We argue that their studies were limited mostly to verbal creativity and also to those who are successful enough to be recognized. Creativity is a multifaceted creature. While it can be detected perhaps more easily in language domains, creative output in non-verbal areas must also be examined.
It is our hypothesis that psychosis and creative process are connected via specific brain activity that can be empirically investigated and that this crucial link is provided by the membrane phospholipid metabolism and the norepinephrine (NE) system. Ample evidence indicate that schizophrenia is a disorder of phospholipid membrane metabolism which results in a loss of highly polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) from the membranes owing to increased activity of the enzyme phospholipase A 2 (PLA 2 ) [3] . Reduced essential fatty acids such as arachidonic acid (AA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) in the membranes can result from reduced incorporation of these fatty acids into the membrane and/or an excessive removal from the membranes [4, 5] . In schizophrenia both processes seem to be at work. One consequence of reduced PUFA is that it is expressed throughout the body and can be detected via changes in vasodilation responses to niacin. Schizophrenia patients do not tend to flush when topical niacin solution is applied to skin [6] . Horrobin has proposed that the membrane lipid abnormalities that can result in schizophrenia can also result in dyslexia, bipolar disorder and creativity [3] , but it still remains to be seen exactly how phospholipid metabolism abnormalities may lead to creative output. The goal of this paper is to propose a possible biochemical link that may explain why psychoses and creativity go hand in hand. We believe that although our hypothesis may be overly simplistic and possibly incorrect, but there is enough research to support at least a tentative link between fatty acid metabolism, NE and creativity. Most importantly, we hope that the connections that we have made will encourage future investigations of these systems in relation to creativity.
The starting point of our hypothesis is the observation that PLA 2 inhibitors attenuate the regeneration of NE axons [7, 8] . In turn, fluctuating NE levels are associated with several of the physiological states that have been found to enhance creativity such as decreased attention [9] , vigilance [10, 11] , and arousal [12] . Several of the structural and neurochemical changes found in brain tissue related to NE, lipid, and protein changes are overrepresented in conditions where divergent thinking and remote associations are more common [13] [14] [15] [16] . It seems that PLA 2 inhibitors reduce AA release, causing a reduction in regeneration of NE axons in locus coeruleus, and we will present data from various sources in the subsequent sections to support our assertion. Thus, PLA 2 activators should increase arachidonic acids levels, and increase brain microconnectivity through cyclooxygenase and nitric oxide synthetase activity. Our argument, that creative thinking and behavior could be at least partially linked to the noradrenergic neurotransmitter system via specific fatty acid metabolic processes, is based upon research in attention, vigilance, mood, sleep, and neurotransmitter dysfunction in psychopathology. Although creative behavior is as elusive as the different definitions that have come to define it, there have been several attempts made to link creativity to specific biological processes in the brain.
Understandably, a single neural mechanism has not been uncovered, nor is it a common belief that a single system could be responsible for such a metacognitive phenomenon. Since Guilford's seminal presentation of the behavior and thought processes that underlie creativity [17] , several theories of its psychological mechanisms have been developed. Although the concept of creativity has engendered many definitions and heuristic concepts, behavioral scientists have been fairly specific in defining its characteristic components. Creativity can be defined as an ability to create unique ideas that are remote, unusual, removed from stereotyped concepts, and that serve to solve problems in new ways [17] . Creative individuals have the ability to think in these terms (divergent thinking), but they are also able to apply their novel concepts to acts in their lives that produce creative output. That is to say that as much as creativity encompasses a specific cognitive realm in divergence of thought, it also includes the ability to behave in creative ways and to apply new ideas to everyday behavior [18] . In our continuing argument, we will posit several different ways the NE system could mediate the elements of thought that contribute to creative output.
The role of the NE system
The locus coeruleus (LC) is the site of NE synthesis the brain, in addition to a smaller level of NE production occurring in the lateral tegmental regions. From the production site in the caudal region of the pons, NE neurons innervate each of the brain cortices in addition to the hypothalamus, cerebellum, and spinal cord [19] . This widely distributed network of fibers has been traditionally studied behaviorally in terms of attention, arousal, and mood. Broadly speaking, each of these psychological components associated with NE activity has also been given attention in the creativity literature. Moderate levels of affective states such as positive feelings achieved after exercise do enhance creative thinking skills [20, 10] , and moderate (compared to extremely high or low) levels of vigilance and attention either improves creative production or is associated with better performance in creative versus non-creative thinkers [9, 12] . Although data linking each of these findings directly to the NE system are unavailable, comparing the analogous neural mechanisms that underlie these processes could elucidate individual mechanisms that contribute to creativity.
The noradrenergic system has been extensively studied for its effects on emotion, behavior, cognition, and physiological states. The system's most general, overall salient role, can be seen as addressing vigilance and arousal and regulating attention resources. Unlike other behavioral effects of transmitter systems which tend to respond to more noxious stimuli, the NE system, acting as a neuromodulator, responds to general alertness needs, especially those that are due to novel environmental stimuli [21] . In making a link to creativity, it is important to show that the NE system is also involved in modulating more specific cognitive elements. In monkeys, neurons in the LC have been shown to respond preferentially to stimuli associated with specific reward predictors [22] and to specific target stimuli requiring rapid attention compared to non-target distractors [23] . More recent evidence from a computational model addressing the NE system's involvement in cognitive, as opposed to general motivational, states has shown that LC neurons respond differently to general motivational and exploratory states compared to more specific demands that require goal attainment and specific attention [24] . Although these studies do not predict NE involvement in specific higher cognitive domains related to creativity such as intelligence, flexibility, and task switching, they do provide evidence that what was once thought of as a general arousal system is actually involved in mediating thought processes [25] .
3. The neurobiology of creativity
NE and arousal mechanisms related to creative ability
Because the NE system arising from projections in the LC has been substantially implicated in mediating changes in arousal and vigilance as a consequence of novelty in the environment [26, 27] , the most substantial link to creative cognition from NE systems may be through neural mechanisms of arousal. Electroencephalogram (EEG) investigations of divergent thinking tasks have provided evidence that creative thinkers are less aroused than non-creative thinkers when determining creative solutions to problems [28] . EEG measures the electrical potential that is created across nerve cell membranes by placing electrodes on the scalp and amplifying the signal from underlying neuronal clusters. This method of neurophysiological measurement has superior temporal resolution, and it is an excellent tool for distinguishing patterns of neuronal firing related to different underlying brain regions that fire in close temporal proximity. In a series of several tasks testing creative and intellectual abilities, Martindale and Hines [29] showed that EEG a activity (arising from the thalamus and occurring at approximately 8-14 Hz.) increased in a group of creative subjects compared to subjects exhibiting low to medium levels of creative ability. The highest increase in a wave activity occurred while solving items in the Alternate Uses Task which required subjects to determine alternate uses for common objects. This is a more pure measure of creativity than either the Remote Associations Test (which requires subjects to determine a single common associate to three loosely connected words) or general intellectual ability tests that were used in addition to assess differences across abilities. Interestingly, EEG a wave activity is associated with decreased arousal, as it is an inverse measure of the general cortical arousal response. It has also been shown that EEG a relative activity is directly correlated with changes in cerebrospinal levels of NE. As NE levels increase, a relative activity decreases [16] .
In a different study, creative individuals showed higher a activity compared to non-creative subjects when asked to create a plot for a fantasy story. When subjects were then asked to free-associate words which would later be used to formulate a story, EEG a was decreased for those creative subjects who were explicitly told to be original compared to those who were not given similar instructions [30] . Hudspith [31] also found slight increases in frontal lobe EEG a (4-8 Hz.) activity for creative individuals in mental imagery tasks, implicating decreased frontal lobe arousal when highly creative subjects think creatively. Studies of general attentive capabilities between creative and non-creative subjects do show that subjects who exhibit fewer creative traits do focus their attention more narrowly [32] . These results support the idea that creative people have a broad focus of attention and greater attentive capacity, which is related to specific mechanisms of cortical activation. In addition to levels of arousal being decreased in divergent thinking, EEG complexity increases during the same type of thinking [33] . This indicates that although general cortical arousal is lower, more neuronal elements are activated.
Evidence also suggests that direct manipulation of the noradrenergic system produces changes in brain EEG waves. The introduction of clonidine, an NE a 2 receptor subtype agonist, increased frontal lobe y activity in subjects who performed arithmetic tasks, although these subjects did not tend to show general frontal y activity during similar tasks without clonidine [34] . In rats, administration of a 2 antagonists increased EEG a and b activity, and a 2 agonist administration increased slow wave activity [35] . In humans, administration of a 1 agonists decreases the synchrony in EEG tracings, while lesions in structures associated with NE and dopaminergic activity induce decrements in waking arousal levels, and they produce enduring effects on a variety of EEG measures [36] . Interestingly, the effects of manipulating the NE system with either agonists or antagonists produce changes similar to the differences noted in creative versus non-creative subjects with. Both increased theta and alpha desynchronization have been reported in behavioral tasks of creativity, and these results can also be achieved by inducing changes in the neurotransmitter systems.
Endogenous and exogenous changes in NE levels modulate creativity
The proposed connection between creativity, arousal, and the NE system has been substantiated further by either directly manipulating the NE system pharmacologically, or by investigating the effects on behavior and cognition after predictable endogenous changes in the NE system have occurred (such as in sleep and waking states). One study investigated the direct effects of noradrenergic changes during creative problem solving by administering either an agonist (ephedrine) or an antagonist (propranolol) to subjects while they solved each of three cognitive tasks: number series problems, shape rearrangement tasks, and anagram word arrangement tasks. For subjects who were able to solve the problems, response time was lower in the group that received propranolol compared to the groups that received either ephedrine or placebo [37] . An important implication of this study is that the effect of propranolol was seen with the anagram task, and not with the tasks that required less cognitive flexibility. Further evidence for the effects of adrenergic manipulation on cognitive performance comes from a study of SAT performance in adolescents who received propranolol before taking the SAT [38] . Although the SAT is certainly not a measure of creativity or direct cognitive flexibility, administration of propranolol before taking the test improved total scores with an average range of 130 points. The effects of both of these findings may be directly related to the noradrenergic response to stressful situations. As stress increases, so does NE activity, although performance on cognitive tasks tends to decline [12, 39] .
Physiological states associated with NE fluctuations and increased creativity
Variations in endogenous NE levels with exercise and sleep may also be used to assess noradrenergic effects on creative thought. Increases in alpha-amylase can be shown after subjects are exposed to rigorous periods of exercise, and this increase in salivary amylase has been shown to correlate directly with increases in plasma NE [40] . Strobel et al. [41] have indicated that this exercisedependent increase in NE levels may be an effect of anaerobic rather than aerobic exercise, due to the greater demand on stored energy sources in anaerobic exercise. Accordingly, exercise has also been shown to enhance creative thought. When subjects solve creative tests after periods of exercise, scores on specific measures of creativity that require flexibility (an ability to overcome overlearned responses) increase independently of mood ratings [10] . Endogenous regulation of NE can also occur as a result of the sleep/waking cycles. When noradrenergic activation is low, just before falling asleep, subjects are more likely to have a moment of insight, or an ''aha'' phenomenon [42] . The solutions that occur during moments of insight are arrived at holistically, rather than gradually in a stepwise process and are more associated with truly creative solutions than are piecemeal solutions. The solutions that are impending are more likely to be resolved while the NE system is less activated, and while general cortical arousal is low.
Due to the natural fluctuations in the NE system that occur during stages of sleep, cognition and behavior produced following specific sleep stages can be assessed for creative process and content. Because the effects of sleep manipulation on the NE system are not as ''clean'' as those derived from directly manipulating the NT systems pharmacologically, it is best to assess behavior when the NE system is either ''on'' or ''off''. During REM sleep, NE neurons in the LC become silent, as REM sleep cannot occur in the presence of noradrenergic arousal and activity. Instead, acetylcholinergic neurons in the pons become active. Waking subjects after periods of sustained REM sleep in order to assess creativity or behavior assures that the NE system has been constrained. If subjects are awoken following different stages of sleep and asked to solve anagrams that require them to rearrange letters to form words, performance is enhanced following REM waking compared to either wakefulness or other stages of sleep [11] . As in Mednick's Remote Associations Test where appropriate use of a wider semantic network enhances creative responses [43] , these results imply that REM sleep either enhances semantic associations, or that it makes navigation through the network more efficient in order to arrive at appropriate responses. There results also imply that decreased NE functioning contributes to enhancing creativity. Unlike convergent tasks, which have been shown to be resistant to sleep loss, divergent thinking abilities suffer as a result of sustained sleep loss [44] . Performance on tests of mental flexibility and originality is impaired after 32 h of sleep loss, even when motivating factors are used in an effort to boost performance. During REM sleep, EEG recordings are desynchronized and they are characterized by low amplitude waves in the absence of NE. The increase in a wave activity seen in creative problem solving are also low amplitude, both indicating a decreased level of cortical arousal.
ApoD may mediate thalamic states present during creative thought
Although relating EEG patterns to creative thought is indirect, an analysis of the relationship between the cellular substrates of EEG and phospholipid abnormalities in schizophrenia provides further evidence of a possible relationship between psychoses, creativity, and fatty acid metabolism. Apolipoprotein D (apoD) is a lipid transporting protein that exists in blood plasma, and brain where it is involved in lipid metabolism and in neuronal growth [45] . apoD has been shown to be elevated in patients with both of the most severe psychotic disorders, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder [14, 46] . In particular, it has been shown that levels of apoD are particularly elevated in the amygdala and in the thalamus in schizophrenic patients compared to those with bipolar disorder [15] . Although there has been significant debate concerning the meaning and origin of EEG a; ample evidence suggests that these oscillations arise from the thalamic nuclei [47] , especially those arising from the nucleus reticularis [48] . Not surprisingly, one of the NE pathways projecting from the LC arrives in thalamus, and it is our hypothesis that elevated levels of apoD could disturb normal thalamic functioning, arising in changes in EEG a oscillations which are related to creative thought processes at baseline and during active problem solving.
Endogenous antioxidants correlated with creative ability are influenced by PUFAs and NE
An additional biochemical substrate related to the neurochemistry of creative thought is serum uric acid (SUA), which acts as a potent antioxidant in protecting cells from free radical damage. When university students were given a divergent thinking test and then divided into groups of extremely high and low scorers, SUA levels were significantly lower in the group that showed higher divergent thinking ability [49] . Although there is some evidence that SUA levels are dependent upon environmental factors, serum levels of uric acid are determined largely by genes [50] , suggesting an inherent biochemical pattern related to this maker as well as to the protein, enzyme, and lipid abnormalities noted in schizophrenia and in bipolar disorder. More recently, investigations of the relationship between SUA and PUFAs have elucidated a predictive relationship between n-6 PUFAs and SUA. Serum triglycerides and n-6 PUFAs (measured from red blood cell membranes) predict approximately one-third of the variance in SUA in healthy volunteers [51] . There is also evidence that NE exerts a modulatory effect on SUA, as administration of NE to healthy volunteers decreased SUA levels in urine [52] . In schizophrenics, evidence suggests that SUA is decreased at baseline compared to healthy controls, and that haloperidol (a dopaminergic antipsychotic) raises SUA levels in schizophrenics [53] . Genetic factors that regulate SUA and PUFA metabolism could influence the production of creative thought, and the genes responsible for schizophrenia could be implicated through assertion of effects on lowering SUA.
PLA 2 and NE function
Levels of fatty acids and fatty acid precursors in the prenatal diet have been shown to directly affect catecholamine levels in the brain. In piglets fed both bioavailable and non-bioavailable trans-a linolenic acid, deficiencies in HUFA incorporation produced an increase in norepinephrine (NE) in both the hippocampus and frontal cortex [54] . However, Owens and Innis [55] found that a lack of linoleic and linolenic acids in the diet of piglets reduced NE levels in the frontal cortex. Takeuchi, Fukumato and Harada found a similar pattern. There was a decrease in NE in cerebral cortex, striatum, and hippocampus in rat pups fed diets deficient in n-3-fatty acid [56] . In rats fed fish oil containing n-3 and n-6 HUFAs, there was a increase in levels of phosphatidyserine [57] , which decreases NE levels through increased NE turnover [58] .
Other evidence suggests that PLA 2 increases NE in a number of other ways. PLA 2 hydrolyzes phosphatidyserine, which contains 22:6 fatty acids, or DHA [59] . Phosphatidyserine (22:6) elevates NE turnover in mouse cortex [58] , thus increased PLA 2 activity would decrease NE turnover caused by phosphatidyserine (22:6). However, evidence also suggests that PLA 2 inhibits 3H-NE reuptake [60] , implicating optimal functioning of these systems in relation to individual differences rather than simply overall increases or decreases in neurotransmitter modulation. PLA 2 inhibition dose-dependently constrains 3H-NE release in cerebral cortical synaptasomes. Moreover, lysophospholipids (LPLs), which are PLA 2 metabolites, enhanced 3H-NE release [61] . Intracerebroventricularly administered melittin, a PLA 2 activator, and AA dose-dependently increased plasma levels of NE, indicating AA involvement in NE release. Melittininduced elevation in NE plasma levels was inhibited by mepacrine, a PLA 2 inhibitor. Indomethacin, a cyclooxagynase inhibitor, decreased both melattin and AA induced increases in plasma NE, indicating facilitation via AA metabolites [62] , and inhibition of cystolic PLA 2 (cPLA 2 ) prohibited bradykin-induced NE release [63] .
Several bodies of evidence suggest that PLA 2 -induced NE increase is independent of cellular calcium, as NEinduced PLA 2 is independent of cellular calcium activity [64] . This action is mediated by the a1-adrenergic receptor [65] . Neurotoxic PLA 2 s, crotoxin and taipoxin, inhibit NE reuptake in guinea-pig synaptasomes, and this effect was calcium independent [66] . NE increases PLD activity via cPLA 2 , generating AA metabolites, which activate the Ras/ERK pathway [67, 68] . This pathway is calcium independent in rat cortex [69] .
PLA 2 activity also asserts control on the density of NE receptors under certain conditions. Melittin, a PLA 2 activator, also induced NE axon regeneration. This action was attenuated by p-bromophenacyl bromide (PBPB), which is an inhibitor of PLA 2 [7] . PLA 2 inhibitors, mepacrine and PBPB attenuated desipramine-induced axonal regeneration [8] . Incubation of rat glioma cells with mepacrine while under chronic treatment with desipramine stopped the down-regulation of b-adrenergic receptors. Fatty acid metabolic pathways do exert a biochemical influence on NE production and activity in the central nervous system that may be attributed to creative thought. For each individual, these optimal levels of NE functioning may be attributable to specific fatty acid metabolic processes, and we would expect to see these processes acting most efficiently at moderate, as opposed to extremely high or low, levels. Fig. 1 shows how this model may be organized in order to show how the precursor effects may influence NE levels.
PLA 2 activity in psychoses
A substantial body of evidence finds aberrant PLA 2 activity in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder [70] [71] [72] . Noponen et al. [73] found increased serum PLA 2 levels in schizophrenia patients and psychiatric controls. Several studies suggest that this PLA 2 overactivity is calcium independent [74] [75] [76] . Evidence also suggests abnormal levels of serum highly unsaturated fatty acids (HUFAs) in schizophrenia [77] . Khan et al. [78] found lower than normal levels of AA and DHA in neuroleptic naive schizophrenia patients, and this finding was correlated with high levels of HUFA by-products. However, similar abnormalities in HUFA levels have not been found in patients with bipolar disorder [79] . Studies have found abnormal membrane phospholipid metabolism in first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia [80, 81] suggesting heightened PLA 2 activity in relatives of schizophrenia. Response to lithium has been shown to follow familial patterns [82] . Given that lithium asserts its action on PLA 2 [83, 84] , this may suggest a possible relation between aberrant PLA 2 activity and bipolar relatives. Subjects with schizotypal personality disorder also exhibit overactive phospholipid metabolism in the left temporal lobe [85] . Relatives with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, as well as subjects with schizotypal personality disorder may exhibit genetically based overactivity of PLA 2 .
Psychoses and the biology of creativity
Noradrenergic systems have been extensively studied in psychopathological conditions related to psychotic thought processes including unipolar and bipolar depression, anxiety and schizophrenia. Accordingly, studies of creativity in these populations could elucidate when fluctuations in noradrenergic systems due to pathological states coincide with enhanced creativity. A relationship between creativity and psychopathology has been theorized since ancient times, however the empirical study of this relationship did not begin until the last century. In one of the first adoption studies that showed a genetic component to the development of schizophrenia, the authors also noted the increased levels of ability and creative interests in children of schizophrenic mothers [86] . Significant relationships between relatives of schizophrenic patients and employment in highly creative professions have been found [87] [88] [89] [90] , as have relationships directly relating bipolar disorder and depressive episodes to creative productivity [1, 91] Horrobin [3] has offered substantial evolutionary and theoretical evidence implicating fatty acid processes in both creativity and psychoses. In terms of noradrenergic modulation of creative processes however, evidence from non-pathological populations suggests that creativity occurs during states when NE levels are decreased. Evidence for a noradrenergic relationship with creativity in these states may be found by looking at correlations between pathological states attributable to low NE levels and high creative productivity.
Depression is associated with low levels of NE [92] , and NE levels increase with manic episodes [93] . In schizophrenia, NE and dopamine levels are likewise increased during psychotic episodes [94, 95] . In healthy first-degree relatives of schizophrenic patients, however, NE levels are decreased compared to the affected relatives regardless of medication status [96] . Data even suggest that novelty seeking behaviors are correlated with season of birth and relatively lower levels of NE, just as season of birth studies have determined a higher incidence of schizophrenia in those born in winter months [97] . Historical and biographical data do suggest that the relationship between creativity and pathology in schizophrenia is strongest among healthy first degree relatives compared to the affected individuals themselves. Although Jamison provides substantial evidence that periods of extreme creativity are predicted by manic episodes in those affected by bipolar disorder [1, 91, 98] , there is also evidence to suggest that it is the depressive period of bipolar cycling that contributes to the LPL's Fig. 1 . Individual differences in phospholipids metabolism at each step in this model could effectively cause either increases or decreases in NE levels or receptor affinity. We believe that these changes in NE can be dissociated from changes associated with other catecholamines, and that optimal performance of the neurotransmitter system is more important than overall increases or decreases.
initiation of creative ideas. These ideas are then elaborated upon and combined with other ideas during manic phases, thereby providing the energy to entertain the creative process until the ideas become useful [98] . At this point, however, we cannot estimate the direction of the NE effect as it relates to pathology and creativity. Fluctuations in NE can be seen in pathological conditions, creative thinkers, and in the biological substrates that are purported to underlie both domains. In addition the presence of NE causes fluctuations in levels of other catecholamines, such as dopamine, which have been widely addressed in the schizophrenia literature. Propranolol induces increases in dopamine in the prefrontal cortex, and this has been shown to have a direct effect on improved cognition [99] , but we believe that the effects of NE can be dissociated from the effects of other catecholamines. The effects of PLA 2 enzymatic activity on fatty acids released from neural and systemic cell membranes have also been shown to directly affect noradrenergic neurons in the central nervous system, and this same activity can be used to differentiate psychotic patients based on niacin skin flushing tests. Direct links between dietary fat and NE have even been made by manipulating HUFAs in food regimens. Future studies that employ several of these variables in an effort to uncover the relationships may find substantial correlations.
Discussion
Horrobin has suggested [3] that evolutionary brain changes occurring 2 million years ago coincided with the appearance of both psychoses and creativity, and that creativity and psychoses-proneness have made us truly human. Elements of both psychotic thoughts and creative thinking occur in all humans at some time; indeed there is a continuum attributable to both of these states suggesting that all humans are capable of psychotic thinking and creative problem-solving. If these elements can be related to changes in dietary fat intake, then it is also possible to assume that alterations in catecholamine neurotransmitter function mechanisms may have evolved as well. Although simple hypotheses concerning the pathophysiology of mental disorders are no longer appropriate, it may be important to reexamine the functions of neurotransmitter systems as they relate to both creativity and pathology rather then simply syndromes of disease addressing. As we begin to uncover features associated with the neuropsychology of creativity more specific relationships between creativity, pathology, and human evolution may be unearthed as well. Although creativity research can be elusive, it may represent uncharted territory that has the promise of unearthing significant relationships that have gone unrecognized.
Although the proposal we have offered is a matter of conjecture, it initiates innumerable testable hypotheses that could be employed in elucidating the biology of creative thought and its relationship to psychoses. How does NE activity change during the course of creative problem solving? How do dietary fluctuations in fatty acid ingestion affect creativity? How do the genetic arbiters of PLA 2 interact with fat metabolism, NE systems, and creativity? There is substantial need and room for research into these domains. In fact, it is this research that will be able to either identify a concrete link between the mechanisms that we have proposed, identify a third or several other variables that can account for the relationships, or fail to substantially identify a relationship at all.
We have begun to address several of the domains that we have posited through research programs in our laboratory. Preliminary unpublished data from our laboratory suggest that prostaglandin release, measured by niacin induced skin flushing, is increased in individuals who report elevated schizotypal traits compared to schizophrenic patients. This is interesting in that medicated schizophrenic subjects may have reduced levels of niacin flushing [6] yet unmedicated, healthy, psychometric schizotypal subjects show an opposite pattern of flushing suggesting that the dysregulation of phospholipids metabolism at either end (either too much or too little) may lead to psychosis-like states and creativity (see Fig. 2 ). Additionally, our Schizophrenic patients tend to flush less than controls, and we are finding that schizotypals flush more than controls. At both ends of the continuum, however, these groups show psychotic or psychoticlike traits. It is our assertion that these high levels of psychotic traits are associated with creativity due to a dysregulation in the phospholipid system rather than an overall increase or decrease in available phospholipids.
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preliminary data indicate that schizotypal individuals do show enhanced performance in select facets of creativity such as generating novel uses for common objects. Within a group of schizophrenic patients, scores on novel tests of creativity are positively correlated with hallmark positive symptoms such as hallucinations and delusions. Although predictions cannot be made from these preliminary results, the findings do suggest differences in populations associated with creativity, levels of schizotypy, and phospholipids metabolism. We are also beginning to test differences in noradrenergic functioning during creative problem solving among these populations using salivary alpha-amylase [40] indicators of that response. The importance of future research in this area cannot be underestimated if we are to uncover the neural bases of creativity and psychopathology, and we hope that these studies will examine the veracity of our predictions.
